Abstract-Channel bonding (CB) has been proposed as a technique to accommodate growing data rate demands in shared spectrum (SS) bands, such as in the 5-GHz unlicensed band. Using CB, a wireless user can combine multiple non-overlapping channels into one wide channel. In practice, efficient CB utilization in SS bands can be challenging as diverse owners of networks can deploy and operate heterogeneous technologies in an uncoordinated manner. This paper leverages a game theoretic learning rule for efficient distributed channel/bonding selection. Using the proposed method, each user occasionally measures channels to try out new channel/bonding selections, rejecting those selections that are erroneous in the sense that they do not lead to higher utility. Using both analytical and simulation results, we perform a Nash equilibrium assessment of the proposed method. Using various performance metrics, we analyze and compare the performance of the proposed method with a centralized solution and also with conventional distributed CB selection solutions. To realize a complete over-the-air (OTA) channel/bonding selection solution, we also implement a prototype of the proposed method on the wireless open-access research platform. Performance of the implemented prototype is evaluated by experiments which use real OTA wireless communications.
I. INTRODUCTION
W IRELESS technologies which operate in unlicensed, and various other shared spectrum (SS) bands (where cognitive radios (CRs) enable spectrum sharing) can use channel bonding (CB) to meet consumer demand for everincreasing wireless data rates [1] - [3] .
In practice, access point (AP) deployments in SS bands are in general distributed and uncoordinated. For example, a user can individually choose to deploy an AP at his/her home or at some other place. This means that the APs make CB decisions autonomously, and the use of wider channels may increase the channel access competition for multiple APs operating in the same area. Currently, the WiFi standards consider two main methods to support CB [1] : Static bonding channel access (SBCA), which uses a fixed number of bonded channels and requires finding all bonded channels empty before starting a packet transmission; and dynamic bonding channel access (DBCA) in which also a user utilizes a fixed number of contiguous channels. However, different from SBCA, bonded channels are divided into a primary channel and secondary channels. When the primary channel is found free then those secondary channels that are contiguous to the primary channel and also found free at the same time are bonded together to increase the channel width. Well known CB techniques like SBCA and DBCA do not utilize learning-based adaptation in their channel/bonding size selections. In [4] , measurement-based analysis of users using CB has shown that while increasing the number of bonded channels increases bandwidth, it can come at the cost of greater susceptibility to interference due to the unpredictability of the interference environment in unlicensed channels. To address the limitations in existing methods, we focus on the design of a distributed learning based method using which multiple users with heterogeneous CB capabilities perform channel/bonding selections. The proposed method is different from other bonding selection methods as it utilizes adaptations in channel/bonding size selections that take into account the channel quality metric based on SINR. The proposed method enables users to select those bonding sizes that decrease the likelihood of harmful interference and increase the likelihood of achieving higher data rates. In order to realize a complete CB solution, the proposed method is not only evaluated analytically and with simulations but is also prototyped by implementing it on Wireless Open Access Research Platform (WARP) nodes [5] .
A game model is usually appropriate in network scenarios where one can reasonably expect the decisions of each user to impact the outcomes relevant to the other users. We formulate the distributed channel/bonding size selection problem as a game since a user's decision to select a channel or a bonded channel impacts the channel/bonding selection outcomes for the other users. Moreover, game theory is a field of applied mathematics that describes and analyzes interactive decision situations. Game theory is useful tool for the considered problem as distributed channel/CB size selection involves interaction among uncoordinated self-motivated users. Moreover, we use interactive trial and error (ITE)-based learning framework of [6] as it provides several advantages. In situations like these, the ITE-based learning rule offers advantage as it is completely uncoupled which means that it does not require any information about the opponents' actions or payoffs. Moreover, ITE-based method also offers advantage as it uses a simple learning rule which unlike many other learning-based methods, such as multiarmed bandit methods, and reinforcement learning based methods, does not require to keep track of estimates of how much reward a player received from playing each action (in the form of a table or a vector list). Also, with a simple learning rule it addresses the key challenge of opponent-induced non-stationarity in wireless environment, i.e., non-stationarity in the environment which is caused by changes in the action selection of the participating users. Another important advantage of ITE-based learning is that for a finite game G with generic payoffs and at least one pure NE when all users use ITE-based learning with experimentation rate ε > 0, then for all sufficiently small ε a NE is played at least 1−ε of the time.
Our main contributions in this paper are:
• We propose an ITE-based learning method for distributed channel/bonding selections. Each user makes decisions using the proposed method in which she occasionally tries out new channel/CB size, rejecting choices that are erroneous in the sense that they do not lead to higher utility.
• Our proposed method allows users with limited information of their wireless environment to distributively arrive at those channel/bonding size selections that can satisfy their CB or rate demands. Our method does not require a user to have any knowledge of how many other users are present and what are their CB capabilities, it also does not require a user to have any information regarding what actions are selected by other users.
• Using both analytical and simulation results we show the equilibrium and convergence properties of the proposed method. We show that the CB size selection game is a generalized ordinal potential game under certain scenarios. Such games guarantee the existence of at least one pure NE. To evaluate the quality of achieved NE outcomes under various scenarios, we also present the results relating to the price of anarchy (POA), defined as the ratio of value of worst NE achieved by the proposed method to the value achieved by a centralized optimal solution, and the price of stability (POS), defined as the ratio of value of best NE achieved by the proposed method to the value achieved by a centralized optimal solution. Moreover, we also evaluate the performance of the proposed method under the following metrics: (1) number of unsatisfied users, defined as the number of users which cannot achieve their target CB size; (2) blocking rate, defined as the ratio of users who are unable to use even a single channel successfully to the total number of users; and (3) sum data rate of all users.
• We have also prototyped the proposed channel/bonding selection method on the Wireless Open-Access Research Platform (WARP) [5] . We have tested the implemented prototype in an over-the-air (OTA) environment with real wireless communications. In Fig. 1 , we present a block diagram showing various components of the prototyped system. We have modified the existing WARPLab framework [7] by implementing adaptive channelizer modules which convert the single channel OFDM transmit/receive capabilities of a WARP node to a variable width multichannel OFDM transmit/receive capabilities that enable CB. We have also implemented in the WARPLab the ITE-based CB selection module. The blocks of new implemented modules in existing WARPLab framework are drawn with green color in Fig. 1 .
II. RELATED WORK
There are more than 20 non-overlapping unlicensed channels available in the 5 GHz band. Moreover, spectrum sharing in new spectrum bands, such as TV white space and radar bands, will also make additional spectrum available. This availability of more spectrum has allowed the feasibility of using multiple bonded channels in various SS bands [8] - [12] .
Much of the existing literature focusing on intelligent channel/CB selection methods concentrates on designs where selections are performed by a centralized entity which acts as a coordinator for the users in the network [13] . For example, different from our work, Salameh et al. [13] have considered CB assignments in shared access systems where a centralized entity can perform optimization of guard band aware CB decisions. In [8] , an analytical framework was proposed to investigate the interactions between multiple overlapping local area networks that use conventional distributed CB methods, such as the DBCA method. Although CB in unlicensed and shared spectrum is currently actively researched, however, to the best of our knowledge, only a recent work in [14] has considered CB with dynamic link adaptation using the learning framework based on multi-armed bandit problem. The bandit formulation used to model decision-making in [14] is based on stationary environment perceived by a user. However, in our work, we consider more realistic opponent-induced nonstationarity in the environment, i.e., non-stationarity in the environment which is caused by changes in the action selection of the participating users [15] .
We consider fully decentralised network scenarios where there is no assumption of synchronicity in decision making (or interactions) among the users and one or more users can act simultaneously. Also, we do not also assume that a user can observe other users actions or users exchange action information with one another. This means that best response dynamics [16] or asynchronous best response dynamics based solutions, such as given in [16] and [17] , cannot be applied to our work.
In [18] , we proposed distributed and coordinated channel/bonding selection methods under SINR and collisionchannel models. However, our work in [18] ignores uncertainty in bonding size demands of users. Different from [18] , to overcome the uncertainty, the proposed method has the following key ingredient: if someone experiences a payoff decrease due to external factors such as a bonding size strategy change by some other user or due to an internal factor such as a change in a user's own bonding size demand, the user starts a search for a new action, eventually settling on one with a probability that increases monotonically with her realized payoff. The distributed method in [18] also ignores strategic interactions among users. Also, different from [18] , using analytical and simulation results we provide extensive NE analysis of the proposed method. Moreover, unlike [18] , in this paper, a complete channel/bonding size selection solution is realized by presenting an implementation of the prototype of the proposed method. The implemented prototype is evaluated by experiments which use real OTA wireless communications.
III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network and CB Model
We consider a network of N distributed users (transmitter/receiver wireless links) which compete in a set M = {1, 2, . . . , M } of unlicensed channels. In our model, users operate in the network under heterogeneous CB scenarios. For example, heterogeneity in terms of CB can be due to different CB capabilities of users, as different users may use different wireless standards. Some wireless standards may not allow CB, and the others may vary in terms of number of channels that are allowed to be bonded [1] . We particularly focus on CB-based spectrum access techniques for scenarios where users operate over wide swathes of spectrum. In our model, C i represents the CB capability of a user i, where
is the maximum size of CB allowed for a user in the network. This limit is to protect the network users from too high interference. Note that C i = 1 means that the user i has no bonding capability. The bonding channel size S i represents the number of channels utilized by i and S i ≤ C i .
When a user with C i > 1 finds two or more (contiguous) channels suitable for communications, she may bond these channels into a single channel and transmit a larger packet. When a user with C i > 1 utilizes S i = 1 it means that the user i is using a single channel, S i = 2 means two single channels are bonded into one, and so on.
We also consider non-contiguous CB scenarios. The noncontiguous bonding increases the number of ways a user can bond channels as it allows a user to take advantage of bonding across multiple separate channel sets, such as in 5GHz spectrum where two unlicensed channel sets are separated by radar channels. This means that the non-contiguous CB can outperform contiguous CB for the scenarios where channels available for bonding are scattered across multiple channels. Let us consider that the total number M of the unlicensed channels that can be used are allocated in κ chunks, where κ = 1 chunk means that all are allocated contiguously together and the unlicensed frequency channels that can be used are not fragmented, κ = 2 chunks mean that the M frequency channels are not allocated contiguously but there is a gap between the two different sub-bands, κ = 3 chunks mean that there are two gaps between a total of three different sub-bands, and so on. For tractability, let's assume that when the channels are allocated in κ > 1 chunks, there are M κ channels allocated in each of the first κ − 1 chunks and the remaining M − M κ (κ − 1) channels are allocated in the last κth chunk. The number of available channel/bonding selections to choose from for a user i with contiguous CB capability C i and M channels in κ chunks is
The number of available channel/bonding selections to choose from for a user i with non-contiguous CB capability
Using Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), we can find the increase in the number of ways a user can select channels when it has noncontiguous CB capability C i by
It can be seen that Δ M increases with increase in κ. This gain does not come without additional costs. For example, the non-contiguous CB increases the likelihood of adjacent channel interference (ACI) for a user. We provide an upper bound on the number of ways in which a user can experience ACI on her selected channels for the non-contiguous CB case. Let α i represent the number of ways in which a user experiences ACI on her channels then for the noncontiguous case α i ≤ (ν i + 1)2, where ν i represents the number of gaps between channels selected by the user for bonding. It is easy to see that for the contiguous CB it is simply α i ≤ 2. Moreover, the non-contiguous CB can also pose other challenges on the radio front-end and requires increased computational resources. For example, tight synchronization is needed when non-contiguous bonding is used. This is due to the reason that non-contiguous bonding requires computationally expensive operations called signal decomposition at the transmitter side and then recomposition at the receiver side. If the baseband is mapped to a contiguous physical band, there is no need for the decomposition and recomposition operations. We denote the set of all possible selections for a user i with given C i and M channels by Σ i . For example, for the contiguous bonding case and for κ = 1, Σ i is given as:
Users communicating with fixed transmission powers is the typical mode of operation for uncoordinated wireless networks, such as networks deployed in unlicensed spectrum [1] . In our model, we consider that each user can use fixed total transmit power P. This means that when a user selects a single channel then she uses her total power P for a transmission in that single channel, and when she selects multiple single channels and bonds them into one then she uses the same power P to transmit in the bonded channel.
B. SINR-Based Access Model With ACI
One of the most commonly studied access models for wireless networks is the SINR-based access model [19] . Consider a wireless channel where the received signal strength at a receiver i from transmitter j is [20] :
where d ij ≥ d 0,ij is the distance of receiver i from transmitter j. The reference received power level P 0,ij at the close [20] :
where D i is the receiver antenna length, λ i is the wavelength of the center frequency of the channel, P t,j and G t,j are the transmit power and transmitter antenna gains, respectively, of transmitter j, and G r ,i is the receiver antenna gain. Under the SINR-based access model, when a user i with C i > 1 finds two or more channels suitable for communications, she bonds these channels into a single channel and transmits a larger packet. The SINR at the receiver of user i is then calculated as follows:
where P r ,ik is the interference power from transmitter k at receiver i (taking into account overlap of channel selection), I i represents the number of other users that have selected the same channel(s) as the considered user i, N 0 is noise power spectral density, and W is the bandwidth of the single channel. The Shannon rate R i for a single channel of bandwidth W is
Under the SINR model, a user can successfully communicate as long as the received SINR is greater than or equal to a defined threshold SINR value γ 0 . Loss of communication only occurs when γ i < γ 0 . The value of γ 0 can vary from one wireless system to another. It depends on various parameters such as the transmit power, bandwidth utilized, etc. In practice, γ 0 should be selected to achieve reasonable communication performance for a user. In our model we also take into account the impact of ACI. For example, consider the situation at a receiver that is affected by one interferer. Suppose that the interferer is transmitting on channels 1 and 2 and the receiver is receiving on 2, 3, and 4. Assume that the interferer divides her transmit power equally over channels 1 and 2, the receiver can directly get interference impact from 50% of the interferer's transmit power. The receiver may also get ACI from interferer's channel 1, corresponding to 50% of the interferer's transmit power scaled down by the ACI factor (ACI factor will be 0 when it is not modeled). For example, if the ACI factor is 0.05 (−13 dB), the receiver for the above mentioned scenario can get interference impact from 50% + 50%*0.05 = 52.5% of the interferer's power. If the receiver is tuned to channel 3 only, it would only receive ACI from channel 2 corresponding to 50%*0.05 = 2.5% of the interferer's power. If ACI is not modeled, receiver on channel 3 only would not get any power from the interferer on channels 1 and 2.
IV. PROPOSED LEARNING BY ITE FOR CHANNEL/BONDING SIZE SELECTIONS
A. Game Formulation
We formulate the distributed channel/bonding size selection problem as a demand-based ITE learning game G = (N , A, U, D), where N is the set of users, A = A 1 ×· · ·×A N with A i the set of actions for each user i. An action of user i is denoted by a i , and a vector of strategy profile of all users is given by a = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a N ). The set of actions that a user i uses for selecting a channel/bonding size is given by i . In a given time-step, we also allow the users to opt out of playing by selecting the null action, i.e., not select any channel/bonding size for communication and stay quiet. When a user selects the null action we say she has selected the virtual channel which is denoted by v = 0. In other words, the total set of available actions is 
where D i is the bonding size requirement (demand) of each user i. Distributed users in the network can have heterogeneous CB demands due to their different CB capabilities, and/or due to different rate requirements of applications used by the users.
B. CB-Demand Based Utility
A significant portion of game-theoretic literature has focused on utility maximization, however, there are several works, such as [21] and [22] that have shown that utility maximization does not always seem plausible as a description of how players actually make decisions in complex environments. One alternative to utility maximization approach is a "satisfactory (demand-based) payoff" approach for a player which assumes that the player tends to repeat satisfactory actions, and explores alternatives to unsatisfactory actions [21] , [22] . Influences of satisfaction-based behavior on outcomes are studied in various economic models (see [21] , [22] , and references therein). Recent works, such as [23] , have also used utility satisficing as a relaxation of utility maximizing in the context of a multi-armed bandit problem.
The utility function of a user i is given by:
where S i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , D i }, and D i is the CB demand of user i. The utility function is meaningful from the perspective of users performing channel/bonding selections in a wireless system as it captures usefulness a user gets from the selected channel/bonding action. When a user selects an action and is able to communicate meaningful information, i.e., signal-tointerference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) is greater than or equal to some defined threshold value (γ i ≥ γ 0 ), then it achieves a utility proportional to the ratio of the number of channels it has been able to bond to its bonding demand. This ratio captures users preference of bonding more channels when using them they can communicate meaningful information. When a user selects an action and using this action it is not able to communicate meaningful information, i.e., γ i < γ 0 , then the utility is −c, where 0 < c 1 is the penalty of transmitting (wasting power) despite the fact that the user cannot communicate meaningful information, and when the user cannot communicate meaningful information and selects the null action (does not transmit) then the utility is zero. Moreover, as our work also focuses on practical prototype implementation of the proposed channel/CB method, the proposed utility is also very suitable for such practical implementation purposes as it does not require complex computational operations, such as computation of logarithmic function. For example, it can be implemented as one multiplication operation when a small pre-calculated look-up table (LUT) is used. This limits the complexity of processing on a real system.
C. Dynamics of Channel/Bonding Size Selections Using ITE
Each user i has a mental state at a given time instant which is given by
, where m i is user i's mood, which may be content, hopeful, watchful, or discontent,ā i is i's benchmark action,ū i is i's benchmark utility, and S i is i's selected CB size. A state z = (m,ā,ū, s) of the process specifies the state z i of each user, where each of the four components is a N-length vector describing the user moods, benchmark actions, benchmark utilities, and CB sizes.
The ITE mood state transitions for a given user i with benchmark actionā i , benchmark utilityū i , current action a i , and current utility u i are illustrated in Fig. 2a . An example of possible state transitions for a user in content state are illustrated in Fig. 2b . We next explain the important steps involved in the proposed method using ITE in details:
• Upon becoming active, a user starts with single channel selection (i.e., S i = 1), and selects a channel randomly with uniform probability for utilization. One of two possibilities occur: 1) Utility is greater than zero. A user i will update her benchmark actionā i to her current action a i , i.e.,ā i = a i , the user will update benchmark utilityū i to current realized utility, i.e.,ū i = u i , and the user will update her mood to content; 2) Utility is less than zero.
A user i will update her benchmark action toā i = a i and benchmark utility toū i = −c, and the user will update her mood to discontent.
-Greater than zero utility means that with her single selected channel the user i can successfully communicate and obtains initially the utility u i = 1
(see Eq. (9)), otherwise, initially, she obtains the utility u i = −c • When content, a user i will experiment in the next timestep with probability ε, and with probability 1−ε she will not experiment.
-When the user i experiments in content mood, she checks whether her benchmark utility isū i < 1, if yes, she either randomly experiments with a new channel by actually going there, or she first performs channel quality measurements and based on these measurements decides whether to actually go to the new channel(s) for experiment, otherwise forū i = 1, she remains in the content mood and keeps utilizing benchmark actionā i as current action. -Channel quality measurements: To obtain quality of other selected channel, the user measures interference plus noise level in that channel. One way to measure interference plus noise level on a channel is to use minimum value processing (MVP) technique presented and prototyped by us in [24] . The MVP technique operates in real-time directly on the energy detection outputs which are an unknown combination of other users signals (interference) and noise of the measured channel. In simple words, the MVP technique in [24] uses the fact that mostly signal samples are not randomly distributed among all the received samples but are clustered together. For example, samples corresponding to the interference represent packet transmissions of other users and are naturally clustered together in time domain. Also, this means that noise-only samples are clustered together. When we use minimum operation, we can find the energy detector output with noise-only samples, and use it to estimate noise power. When the received samples are not noise-only, i.e., they exceed some signal threshold value, MVP estimates interference power. The sum of estimated noise and interference power are used to estimate the interference-plus-noise on measured channels. The estimate of received signal strength at her receiver from own transmissions is used to measure the channels' quality in terms of SINR.
An actioná i which represents increase in bonding size by 1 is selected if it satisfies the desired channel quality, otherwise, the user will use the channel specified by her benchmarkā i for access, and will remain in content mood. Note that it is possible that the bonding size is increased by combining a new channel with the currently utilised channel(s) for access. -Action update: In both random experimentation and measurement based experimentation cases, when an action is selected then in the next time-step, the current action a i is updated to the selection, and the utility u i is realized using this action. If the realized utility is greater than the benchmark utility, i.e., u i >ū i , a user i will update her current benchmark actionā i = a i and benchmark utilityū i = u i , the user will remain in content mood, otherwise, the user will stop using the current action a i the user will reuseā i as her current action a i , and will remain in the content mood. When a user does not experiment in the content mood, in the next round, she utilizes the benchmark actionā i as her current action a i , if her realized utility u i is equal to the benchmark utilityū i she remains in content mood. When not experimenting, the actions of other users may influence i's mood to change, by causing her realized utility u i to change by either increasing or decreasing. If i does not experiment, and realized utility u i <ū i , then i becomes watchful. On the other hand, if i does not experiment, and u i >ū i , then i becomes hopeful. • When a user is hopeful, in the next round she plays her current action a i with probability 1. If u i >ū i , then the user becomes content and updates her benchmark utilitȳ u i = u i and benchmark actionā i = a i , if u i <ū i , then the user becomes watchful, otherwise the user becomes content with her current benchmarks.
• When a user is watchful, in the next round she plays her current action a i with probability 1. If u i <ū i , then the user becomes discontent, if u i >ū i the user becomes hopeful, otherwise the user becomes content with her current benchmarks.
• When a user is discontent, she selects randomly a channel of bonding size 1 out of those channels that is/are not currently utilized by the user. She updates the utility u i realized by using this action. The user utilizes a response function given by
where 0 < φ b < 0.1 and Φ R ∈ (0, 1). With probability Φ R the user spontaneously becomes content. She updates current benchmark actionā i = a i and utilityū i = u i if she obtains u i > 0, otherwise, she updatesā i = 0 (null action) and utilityū i = 0. With probability 1 − Φ R the user remains discontent and repeats the process.
D. Equilibrium Properties
The solution concept for the channel/bonding size selection that we focus on is Nash equilibrium.
Definition 1: A pure strategy Nash equilibrium (NE) is a profile of actions such that each action is a best response (BR) to the rest of the actions. The NE outcome can be formally given as follows: An action profile a = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a N ) of an N user game is a NE if for each user i, we have,
That is, the action a i of each user i is her BR to the actions a −i of all other users.
This concept has been widely applied in the study of uncoordinated wireless networks. We next analytically show that the ITE dynamics stabilizes to a NE under different simplified network scenarios. It is important to note that analytically showing whether and when the ITE dynamics stabilizes to a NE is challenging for the considered fully distributed network model of N wireless links with heterogeneous CB capabilities, which operate at different distances from one another, which can be affected by asymmetric channel/interference conditions, which know only their own payoff, and which do not use control channel for signaling. The scale, complexity and randomness of such a distributed wireless network makes her theoretical modeling/analysis challenging. However, in Section VI, we will describe our simulation results that evaluate whether and when the ITE dynamics stabilizes to a NE under the complex and more realistic system model considered by us in Section III.
Observation 1: A commonly used approach to make the algorithmic analysis tractable is to approximate the underlying wireless network as an undirected interference graph, where vertices represent users, and an undirected edge connecting two users represents that these two users are within interference range of one another. In other words, an edge between two users represents that they can generate interference to each other under the SINR model.
Observation 2: In the undirected interference graph representation of the network, one can define the SINR threshold requirement with respect to a user to be an integer value. One can determine whether the SINR threshold requirement of a user is satisfied by counting the number of edges which represent number of neighbors that are using the same channel as herself and causing interference to her. Examples of various threshold requirements and threshold satisfaction scenarios are illustrated in Fig. 3 .
Before presenting the formal proof that shows the existence of pure strategy NE, we first make an important observation and then introduce some definitions that can help understand some of the concepts used in the derivation of the proof.
Definition 2: An N player game is a generalized ordinal potential game if it admits an ordinal potential Φ which satisfies the following property Φ : A → R such that ∀i ∈ N , all a i ,á i ∈ A i , and all a −i ∈ A −i :
In other words, an increase or decrease in a user's utility due to the user's unilateral deviation implies an increase or decrease in the potential function.
Proposition 1: Under the undirected interference graph representation, the channel/CB selection game G is a generalized ordinal potential game. Proof: The generalized ordinal potential function for the game G is given by
where
where C j is the set of all users that have selected the channel j, O i is the bonding order used on channel j, where O i can vary from 1 to C m (maximum bonding capability of user i) O i = 1 means user i is using only one channel which is the jth channel, or it is using more than one channel (channel bonding) and the jth channel is the first channel out of the bonded channels, O i = 2 means user i is using more than one channel and second channel is the jth channel, and so on, T s,i is the tolerance threshold of user i in terms of number of interfering users she can tolerate, I l,i (n) is the total number of edges (interference links) created by a user i when it joins a channel or the total number of edges (interference links) removed when user i leaves. It is a function of n other users using that channel. Note that in the proposed ITE method we allow only one by one increase in channel size for CB (for details regarding how channels are selected/deselected please see Section IV-C). Finally, N a = N − |C j =0 | is the number of users that have not selected the null action. In Fig. 4 , we also provide illustrative examples to help understand how the increase in utility corresponds to the increase in the generalized ordinal potential given in Eq. (13) . We next show that the generalized ordinal potential function verifies the property in Eq. (12) . When a user i's demand is satisfied, i.e., u i = 1 in the current channel j, then she remains in the same action since she cannot increase her utility any further. We see that in this case no change in utility corresponds to no change in total potential. When a user's demand is not satisfied and the user does an action update by changing her action from a i toá i then Φ(á) > Φ(a) for all the following cases that can happen:
• 1) the user was using the virtual channel j = 0, i.e., the null action, she finds an action that increases her u i > 0, she moves from action 0 to an action j = 0. The potential function value remains the same for the action 0 due to this move. The inner sum of the potential function corresponding to action j (which is now used by user i) picks up an extra positive value, i.e., φ Eq. (14) ) either increases or remains the same and the number N a has increased by 1 2 .
• 2) the user was using action a i = 0, i.e., not a null action, but is not successful in her usage, and is also not able to find a new action where she can be successful. The user selects the action j = 0 (null action) to improve utility from −c to 0. Due to this move the potential function value remains the same for the virtual channel j = 0. The inner sum of the potential function corresponding to action j = 0 (from which the user moved) picks up an extra positive value. This is because φ j =0 g (a) (Eq. (14)) increases by at least 1 due to the decrease in the number of interfering edges connecting users, which is strictly greater than the decrease in N a by 1 2 . Hence the overall value is strictly positive. Thus, the increase in utility leads to increase in the potential.
• 3) the user was not using the null action and has u i = −c, she finds a new action that increases her utility to u i > 0. The user moves to the new action. The inner sum of the potential function corresponding to the previous action (which was used by user i) picks up an extra positive value. This is because there is decrease in the number of interfering edges on previous selected channel from which the user moves. The inner sum of the potential function φ j g (á) (Eq. (14)) corresponding to the new action (which is now used by user i) either remains the same or it increases. The number N a remains the same. Thus, the increase in utility leads to increase in the potential.
• 4) the user was not using the null action and has u i > 0, she finds a new action which represents increase in bonding size non-contiguously and by using this action the user can further increase her u i . The user selects the new action. Note that for the case where user has only contiguous CB capability this update was not possible. The inner sum of the potential function corresponding to the channels that are bonded under new action picks up an extra positive value. This is because the value
increases. Thus, the increase in utility leads to increase in the potential.
• 5) the user is using an action a i which corresponds to bonded channels (either contiguous or non-contiguous), she finds thats her utility is decreased to u i = −c due to some other user moving to one of the bonded channels. It is important to note that when the other user moves and utility is decreased to u i = −c then it does not matter which bonded channel (contiguous or non-contiguous) the other user has moved to. Hence, the contiguous and the non-contiguous capabilities are equivalent in this case. The user then finds that by reducing the bonding size she can increase her utility to u i > 0. The user selects this new action in which the bonding size is reduced. The inner sum of the potential function corresponding to the channels that the user was using picks an extra positive value as the number of interfering edges connecting users has decreased which is greater than the decrease in the value
. Thus, the increase in utility leads to increase in the potential. Proposition 1 is an important and powerful result in this paper, for it implies that the channel/bonding selection is a potential game under undirected interference graph which in turn proves the existence of a NE. To the best of our knowledge, no other work has shown this property for channel/bonding selection.
Young [6] has explicitly proved in [25] and [26] this result for weakly acyclic games (please note that every potential game is a weakly acyclic game):
Theorem 1 [25] , [26] : Let G be a finite N-player weakly acyclic game in which all players use the Simple Experimentation dynamics with experimentation rate ε > 0, then for all sufficiently small ε a NE is played at least 1 − ε of the time.
The result given in [6] generalizes the above theorem for ITE. This generalization of the above theorem is also noted by Tembine [27] . In fact, Young [6] also clearly states that the principal difference between simple trial and error learning approach of [25] and [26] and ITE in [6] is that the latter has an additional search phase that is triggered by decreases in payoff caused by someone else. This feature generalizes the results to hold also for any finite game with generic payoffs and at least one pure NE, such an equilibrium will be played a high proportion of the time provided that the experimentation probability is sufficiently small [6] , [27] .
Our result in Proposition 1 has shown that the N-user channel/bonding size selection game (under the undirected interference graph representation) is a generalized ordinal potential game. As it is shown in [28] that every finite generalized ordinal potential game has at least one NE in pure strategies. We therefore can apply the ITE of [6] to our N-person generalized ordinal potential game G and a pure NE will be visited at least 1−ε fraction of the times for any ε > 0.
In the next section, we present our testbed implementation of the proposed channel/bonding size selection empowered by the ITE learning rule.
V. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. Modifications in WARPLab Research Framework
We implemented the prototype by modifying the WARPLab, which is a research implementation framework for wireless communications algorithms and was originally presented in [5] . The WARPLab enables rapid implementation of physical layer algorithms using Xilinx Tools, such as System Generator for DSP [29] , C programming, and MATLAB. It allows over-the-air (OTA) transmission of data packets using WARP boards. The main components of a WARP board are a Xilinx Virtex-family Pro FPGA, embedded processor, multiple connected radio boards, and Ethernet connection to a host PC to also allow MATLAB-based processing of transmit/received signals.
Our implementation is not straight forward use of original WARPLab presented in [5] as existing WARPLab framework does not support CB capabilities in WARP nodes. To provide the WARP nodes with CB capabilities we have modified the original WARPLab framework by implementing and incorporating a polyphase filter bank channelizer [30] on both transmit and receive sides of the WARPLab design. Moreover, to provide WARP nodes the capability to make intelligent CB decisions we have also implemented and incorporated the channel/bonding selection module using the ITE rule in the WARPLab design. In Fig. 1 , we present a block diagram for main implemented functions on transmit/receive side of the WARP nodes for prototyping of the proposed method. The prototype implementation is comprised of three main components: 1) OFDM-based transmitter and receiver functions that enable real OTA wireless communication of data packets. Complete details of these functions and codes can be found in [31] . 2) Implementation of Channelizer module in WARPLab by us to allow the transmitter/receiver to perform CB for real OTA wireless communications. 3) Implementation of ITE-based CB selection module by us in WARPLab framework.
B. OFDM-Based Transmitter/Receiver Functions
On the transmitter side the prototyped system performs the following main functions before processed data is given as input to the channelizer module after which the I/Q data is sent to the RF front end for OTA transmissions of data packets (see Fig. 1 ): 1) Random data generation; 2) modulation of generated random data to complex constellation symbols; 3) insertion of pilot values; 4) inverse fast Fourier transform of the matrix of data and pilot values; 5) insertion of cyclic prefix and reshape to a vector; 6) preamble insertion to construct full time-domain OFDM waveform; 7) Interpolation and input to the channelizer module.
On the receiver side the following main functions are performed after I/Q samples are received from the RF front end and are processed by the implemented channelizer (see Fig. 1 ): 1) Long training sequence (LTS) correlation for synchronization. When no valid correlation peak is found then the process is stopped and unsuccessful communication is declared, otherwise the process is moved to the next function for further processing; 2) carrier frequency offset (CFO) correction and cyclic prefix removal; 3) fast Fourier transform; 4) channel estimation from frequency-domain LTS and residual phase error estimation from frequency-domain pilot tones; 5) equalization of subcarriers containing data using channel and phase error estimates; 6) complex symbol demodulation to data values; 7) update of user mental state (mood) in the ITE module based on successful/unsuccessful reception of data.
C. Channelizer Module to Enable CB Capability in WARP Nodes
A channelizer takes a wide bandwidth signal and transforms it into several narrow bandwidth signals. The implemented channelizer has a polyphase filter bank structure and is based on the model presented by Xilinx in [30] . In Fig. 1 , our presented block diagram also shows implemented main functions (green color boxes) of the channelizer module on both transmit and receive sides. The channelizer enables a WARP node to be a resource efficient multichannel digital transmitter or receiver. Taking into account the ITE-based CB selection, the channelizer adaptively selects a filter with particular number of coefficients. For example, consider the case that there are M available channels each of bandwidth W, and a user using ITE-based CB method decides to bond two channels, i.e., S i = 2. This is achieved by using a channelizer that takes the total MW bandwidth, channelizes it into multiple narrow channels each of bandwith 2W, and the user makes selection from one of these available bonding selections.
For efficiency and simplicity, we have performed the implementation in a way that the same channelizer can be used to channelize the total bandwidth MW into narrow channels of any desired bandwidth kW. This is achieved by performing the following functions on the transmitter side: 1) Polyphase filtering where the channelizer's prototype polyphase filter can use variable number of coefficients to generate multiple channels of a particular kW bandwidth. Depending on the bonding size selection, a filter with a particular suitable number of coefficients is created; 2) IFFT is performed on the data from the interpolation module (see Fig. 1 ) of the transmitter side; 3) finite impulse response (FIR) polyphase filter is setup to process in single instance the selected data channel and also other non-data channels; 4) the data is reshaped into single stream and sent to the RF front end. The receiver side involves the following main functions: 1) The channelizer reshapes received multiple channels samples; 2) it performs FIR polyphase filtering; 3) IFFT on the received samples; and 4) extract samples from the data channel and forwards it to the LTS/correlation block (see Fig. 1 ).
D. Evaluation of the Implemented Prototype With OTA Experiments
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the implemented prototype on the WARP nodes. In the evaluation setup, the WARP nodes were transmitting/receiving OTA data packets in 2.4 GHz unlicensed band and were connected to a laptop computer via Ethernet port. Setup for OTA experiments to test the performance of implemented method is also illustrated in Fig. 5 . The evaluation results were recorded using the MATLAB software. A wireless system of two Warp nodes were transmitting/receiving OTA OFDM signals. For the experimental testing the CB capability of the two nodes were set to C i = 2, i.e., the two nodes could either use a single channel or a bonded channel of size two to communicate OTA TABLE I SOME EXAMPLE PARAMETERS USED DURING OTA EXPERIMENTS data packets. There were a total of M = 11 single channels of bandwidth W and 5 bonded channels of 2W bandwidth made available to the WARP nodes through the implemented channelizer. In Table I , we present some of the main parameters relating to the OTA experiments. All OTA experiments were performed in the laboratory room where there were RF signals from other WiFi users/access points present.
In Fig. 6 , we present the performance of the implemented method in terms of its accuracy and convergence towards finding those channel/bonding size selection that allows the WARP nodes to successfully communicate data packets. The results in Fig. 6 are plotted by averaging the payoff values obtained via multiple rounds of OTA experiments, where in each round the WARP nodes perform channel/bonding selections and communications for 200 time steps. To obtain the performance in terms of finding channels that lead to successful communications, we also created synthetic interference in multiple channels in a way that each channel had different interference levels. For example, interference on channels was created so that there was only 1 channel out of 5 total bonded channels (with bandwidth size 2W) that satisfied the interference threshold level for the receiver side, and there were 2 channels out of 11 total single channels (with bandwidth size W) that satisfied the threshold level. This means that for the single channel selection case only 2 channels of bandwidth size W were suitable for the WARP nodes to communicate on, and for the bonding case only 1 channel was suitable for communications. When the WARP nodes selected an unsuitable channel for communication then it encountered interference above the interference tolerance level which resulted in unsuccessful communications. The nodes update the channel selection based on observed packet successes and failures. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that using the implemented ITE-based method WARP nodes obtained average payoff of 0.5 or more in no more than 20 time steps, and obtained average maximum payoff of 1 in no more than 165 time steps. In other words, in no more than 20 time steps the WARP nodes were always able to find and use a single usable channel to obtain an average pay off of 0.5, and in no more than 165 time steps they were always able to find the usable bonded channel to obtain the average maximum payoff of 1.
SBCA uses fixed bonding size and it does not perform adaptations. When it is set to use bandwidth size 2W then in multiple rounds of 200 time steps its average obtained payoff is 0.2. This is due to the reason that 1 out of 5 channels of bonding size 2 are usable. When it is set to use bandwidth size W then in multiple rounds of 200 time steps its average obtained payoff is 0.09. This is due to the reason that 2 out of 11 single channels are usable but a single channel gives a payoff of only 0.5 which gives (2/11) × 0.5 = 0.09. The DCBA method also does not performs adaptations but it can use one channel (W bandwidth) when both channels (2W bandwidth) are not available but only one of them is available for usage. As a result it can perform slightly better than the SBCA method. It is easy to see that due to lack of adaptations in channel/bonding size selections both the SBCA and DBCA methods cannot achieve the average maximum payoff of 1 which makes their performance inferior to the proposed ITE-based method.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION USING NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
A. Performance Metrics, and Simulation Parameters
Using numerical analysis, we evaluate the proposed method in terms of probability of being in NE, average user payoff, average sum data rate of all the users, user blocking rate, and average CB size utilized by a user. In our results, we present average sum data rates as a function of time step t. Sum data rate in each step is calculated based on the Shannon capacity formula:
where S i is the utilized bonding size of user i, W is the bandwidth of a channel, and γ i is the SINR of user i given by Eq. (7). Average sum data rate results are plotted by obtaining averages using simulations running over several Monte Carlo runs and in each Monte Carlo run calculations are done using Eq. (15) . For the same given fixed number M of available channels, it can happen that as the number of users and/or their bonding capability increases users experience higher levels of interference. As a result some users may be unable to communicate on any channels due to SINR outage at their respective receivers. We consider blocking incurred by a user to be the ratio of the average number of blocked users to the total number of users:
We also consider non-satisfaction incurred by a user which is given by
whereN u is the average number of users that have utility greater than 0 but less than maximum utility of 1. Nonsatisfaction means that a user can successfully communicate but cannot use successfully her maximum desired CB size. Our results also evaluate the impact of ACI on the performance of the proposed technique. We also compare the proposed solution with a centralized CB selection method in which a centralized entity finds a channel/CB assignment for all users in the network that maximizes the total sum payoff. Note that the centralized method knows all users' CB capabilities, and the interference between users in any channel/CB assignment. Using this knowledge it performs an exhaustive search over a set of all possible channel/bonding selections to find optimal selections. In practice, the centralized method is computationally highly intensive due to combinatorial explosion and is not suitable for distributed and uncoordinated channel/CB selection scenarios considered in this work. It is only used to establish a baseline for comparing the results obtained from the proposed distributed method. For example, the optimal solution obtained via centralized solution can help us in evaluating the quality of the NE outcome that has been reached via the proposed method under the same scenario. We also provide comparison results with a typical explore/exploit method which we have adapted to CB. The idea behind this method can be summarized as follows: a user is either in an exploit state, in which it will select the same channel/CB selection with a probability that is a function of the SINR (channel quality metric), or in an explore state, where it will explore a new CB selection. We also compare the performance of the proposed method with the two methods that are currently being used to support CB in unlicensed channels: SBCA and DBCA [1] .
In Table II , we present the main simulation parameters used to evaluate and compare the performance of the proposed method under different scenarios.
B. Comparison of the CB-Demand Based Utility With the Rate Demand Utility
The rate-demand based utility function which integrates the R i is given by:
where S i represents the number of channels utilized by a user i (S i is limited by the maximum bonding capability C i of the user i). Each user i has a rate demand R D,i . A user achieves a utility of 1 when she is able to successfully achieve the desired rate. Note that success means: a user selects an action a i ∈ Σ i that corresponds to some bonding size, and using this action her communication to her intended receiver is successful, i.e., received SINR γ i is greater than a defined threshold SINR γ 0 . When she is able to successfully communicate but the rate is less than the required demanded rate then she achieves a utility proportional to the ratio of the achieved rate to the demanded rate. When the user is not successful then the utility is −c, where 0 < c 1 is the penalty of transmitting (wasting power) despite the fact that the link cannot satisfy the quality of service requirement of the user's applications, and the utility is zero when the user selects the null action. Note that a user seeks to increase her received utility u i only when its less than 1.
In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8a-b , we compare the results obtained via CB demand and rate demand based utility functions. The figures show that under similar network parameters for both the rate demand and the CB demand based utility functions the proposed ITE-based method performs equally well in terms of achieved average sum rate, average percentage of blocked users and average payoff. However, the CB demand utility performs better in terms of probability of being in NE and also in terms of average percentage of non-satisfied users. The reason for this is that the rate demand based utility function is sensitive to small changes in the achieved rate. This can make difficult for the users using rate demand based utility function to achieve NE and also difficult to be satisfied (to get their target rate). To conclude, using rate based utility instead of CB size based utility does not lead to significant rate benefits. In Fig. 7 , we also compare the results obtained with sum rate performance of simple explore and exploit method. The figures show that under similar network parameters the ITE-based method outperforms the simple explore and exploit method in terms of sum rate performance. 
C. Probability of Being in a NE and Comparison With Simple Explore/Exploit-Based Method
In Fig. 9 , the probability of being in an NE at time step t for the proposed ITE-based method with and without channel quality measurements (see Section IV-C) are shown for various CB and network scenarios. The results are obtained by simulating 200 random network instances, where in each instance the ITE method is played for 8,000 time steps. Fig. 9 presents results for the scenarios where users have heterogeneous CB demands. We evaluate the performance when there are M = 8 channels, and the CB demand vector for N = 8 users is C B = [3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1]. It can be seen from the figure that the number of time steps taken for the network to be in a NE with very high probability is significantly improved when the users explore using channel quality measurements in the proposed ITE method. It can be seen from Fig. 9 that when no measurements are utilized during the exploration phase then the probability of being in NE is no more than 0.6. However, due to the random experiments from time to time the network will still converge to NE but it may take longer time. Figure 9 shows that with measurements this probability is increased to 1. In Fig. 9 , we also evaluate the impact of ACI on the proposed ITE method. It can be seen that the presence of ACI slightly degrades the performance of the proposed ITE method, however, it can be seen that the network still converges to NE probability of 1. In Fig. 9 , we also compare the performance of the ITE-based method with simple explore and exploit method (with measurements). It can be seen from the figure that ITE-based method outperforms the simple explore and exploit method in terms of probability of being in NE. Moreover, the results in the figure also show that the simple explore and exploit method is rather unstable as results seem to continuously fluctuate. Fig. 10 presents results for the scenarios where users have heterogeneous CB demands and they can change at some time step. We evaluate the performance when there are M = 8 channels, and the CB demand vector for N = 8 users is initially . This means that each of the three users which demand one channel, at time step 3000 onwards demand two channels each. It can be seen from the figure that after average payoff and a NE convergence, when bonding size demand of some users changes, the users starts a search for a new action, eventually settling on actions with a probability that increases monotonically with their realized payoffs.
D. Changes in CB Demands
E. Efficiency of NE in Terms of POA and POS
Since the channel/bonding selection game may have many NEs, we also measure how efficient a NE obtained from the proposed method is in the game. We have at least two natural measures, corresponding to the best and the worst NE. In game theory, the price of anarchy (POA) and the price of stability (POS) are used to evaluate the efficiency of the worst and the best NE. The POS and the POA are given, respectively, by POS = value of best NE payoff value of optimal solution payoff , and POA = value of worst NE payoff value of optimal solution payoff .
In Table III , we evaluate the proposed method in terms of POA and POS for different scenarios. We present results using two different network site radii of N R = 50 m and N R = 80 m, and also consider scenarios with and without ACI. Results for each particular scenario are obtained using the same multiple random network instances, where for each network instance Table III that the POA is no less than 0.8. This means that there is no more than 20% degradation due to distributed decisions of users under the proposed method as compared to the centralized optimal solution. Moreover, POS is close to 0.97 which means that the best NE payoff per user is close to the optimal centralized solution (that maximizes the average payoff per user).
F. Comparison With the SBCA, the DBCA, and the Centralized Methods
In Fig. 11 , we present a comparison of the average sum data rates achieved by the proposed method (with and without channel quality measurements) to the average sum data rates achieved using the SBCA and DBCA methods. In Fig. 11 , for M = 8 channels, the CB demand vector for N = 8 users is C B = [3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1]. The results in Fig. 11 show that the proposed method achieves higher sum rates when the users explore using channel quality measurements. It can be also seen that the presence of ACI degrades the sum rate performance. Moreover, the highest sum rates are obtained when the proposed method is used as compared to the SBCA and the DBCA methods. The reason for this is as follows. The SBCA and the DBCA methods do not utilize learning-based adaptation in their channel/bonding size selections, whereas the proposed method utilizes adaptations in channel/bonding size selections that take into account the channel quality metric based on SINR. The proposed method enables users to select those bonding sizes that increase the likelihood of achieving higher data rates.
In Fig. 12a , we evaluate the performance of the proposed method in terms of three different performance metrics. It can be seen from Fig. 12a that for the proposed method the average payoff per user is 0.85 while for the same scenarios the achieved payoff in Fig. 12b and 12c under the SBCA and the DBCA methods is only 0.58 and 0.6, respectively. The average blocking incurred by a user using the proposed method is only 0.02 while it is 0.42 and 0.3 for the SBCA and DBCA methods, respectively. Finally, average non-satisfaction incurred by a user using the proposed method is close to 0.28 while for the SBCA and the DBCA methods it is 0.42 and 0.5, respectively. The three figures show that for all three performance metrics, the proposed method outperforms the SBCA and the DBCA methods. Moreover, it can be also seen from Fig. 12b and 12c that the probability of being in NE for the SBCA and the DBCA is 0, whereas, in Section VI-B and VI-C, we have extensively evaluated the performance of the proposed method and have shown that the probability of being in NE is close to 1 for the proposed method.
In Table IV , we compare the average payoff per user performance of the proposed method with the centralized solution under four different scenarios. It can be seen that when no channel quality measurements are utilized then there is an average difference of 0.115 between the average payoff obtained via centralized solution and the proposed distributed method. However, channel quality measurements reduce this difference in average payoffs to 0.0615. It can be seen that when ACI is taken into account then the performance in terms of average payoff per user of the proposed method degrades slightly more as compared to the centralized solution. It can be also seen that due to ACI the difference in average payoffs is 0.095. Table IV also shows that when the network site radius N R is increased to 80m as compared to N R = 50 m then the centralized solution on average reaches close to the maximum possible payoff value of 1 per user. At the same time, the performance of the proposed method is also increased to the average value of 0.915 per user.
G. Non-Contiguous CB Selections
In terms of performance metrics, such as sum rate, blocking rate, and probability of being in a NE, in Fig. 13a-b , we present the performance of the proposed method under non-contiguous bonding selections. The performance is also compared with the case where the users are limited to contiguous CB. It can be seen in the figures that for the case where ACI = 0, non-contiguous bonding can achieve either the same performance or slightly better performance as compared to contiguous bonding in terms of average sum rate, average payoff per user, percentage of users blocked, percentage of non satisfied users. However, it can be also seen that the non-contiguous bonding takes longer time to reach probability of being in NE. This is due to the reason that the non-contiguous bonding increases the number of ways a user can bond channels and distributed learning typically takes more time to reach a NE when there are more possible combinations (combinatorial explosion). We also evaluate the average sum rate performance and the impact of adjacent channel interference (ACI) on its performance under the noncontiguous CB. Fig. 14 shows that when the ACI is set to 5% then the performance of non-contiguous CB performance slightly degrades in terms of average sum rate. Our results show that for the proposed method the network remains in a NE with very high probability most of the time. This means thats the users in the network spend most of the time in the content state. The proposed method requires very little measurements because experimentation probability ε is 0.02 when in content state. This is one important feature of ITE-based methods as even with a small probability of experimentation it can implement NE behavior [6] . In Table V , we present results which show that under C B = [3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1] for ε = 0.02 average measurements per time step are only 0.0059 and in total there has been 17.6 average number of measurements for a total of 3000 time steps. Moreover, when the users CB demand is increased to C B = [3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2] the total number of measurements are only 57 for ε = 0.02. Our results in the same table also show that when we set ε = 1 (always measure in content state) then there is almost no improvement in the average payoff. If we introduce a penalty cost per measurement c m in the 
then it can be clearly seen in Table V that it has negligible impact for our utilized experimentation probability but has significant impact for experimentation probability 1. As all of our work uses ε 1, we can ignore the measurements cost in our results.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We have used a game theoretic trial and error learning rule to design a distributed channel/bonding size selection method. The proposed method enables multiple users that compete for channel access with heterogeneous CB capabilities to select those channels/bonding sizes using which they can increase their likelihood of achieving higher data rates. We use Nash equilibrium (NE) as a solution concept and show that under the interference graph representation, distributed channel/bonding size selection can be modeled as a generalized ordinal potential game. This means that there exists at least one pure strategy NE. Our results show that the proposed method enables the users to be in a NE with a very high probability. Moreover, through our simulations we also show how well the achieved worst NE solution and the best NE solution performs as compared to a centralized solution. We also evaluate the performance of the proposed method in terms of several different performance metrics. We also present an implementation of the prototype of the proposed method on wireless open access research platform (WARP) nodes. Using experiments which involve real over-the-air wireless communications, it is shown that the proposed method allows the WARP nodes to perform channel/bonding size selections that maximize their payoff.
Our work presents an ITE-based learning solution for channel/bonding size selection problem under the scenarios where access points (APs) are distributedly deployed. In practice, AP deployments in unlicensed and other shared bands can be distributed, and/or coordinated, as hospitals, universities, or businesses choose to deploy a network of hundreds of APs within their premises. One possible extension for this work is to not only consider the distributed deployment scenarios but also study channel/bonding size selection solutions under various deployment scenarios. For example, a scenario where some APs are deployed by a coordinated entity while others are deployed distributedly. One limitation in existing studies is that the current channel/bonding size selection schemes do not study the impact where some distributed APs (which are not controlled by the centralized entity) are interfering and will not obey the allocations suggested by the centralized entity.
